THE TRANSFER OP TRAINING
pupils, by being shepherded into advanced courses in school,
and honours courses in college may o^er-speeialize, a pro-
cedure comparatively innocuous to the really clever youth,
but very bad for the average person.
Not only is there the danger, in too narrow a curriculum,
that ideals of method may not be consciously conceived.
There is the supplementary danger that erroneous ideals
may be formed and transferred to provinces where they
are out of place. A mathematician easily gains the con-
viction, for example, that all the data of a problem are
easily assembled, are perfectly definite, and that the main
difficulty is in reasoning out their consequences. Whereas
in history or in life, the chief difficulty is just in obtaining
all the data and appraising their relative bearing and
importance. Or a physicist easily gets the fixed convic-
tion that men must act, under experimental conditions, as
predictably as do atoms. Or a historian, since much in
this science is open to discussion and differences of opinion,
is unable to appreciate the wish for absolute proof which
moves in the breast of a chemist, or the fact that absolute
proof is ever possible.
There are various theories which explain the facts con-
cerning transfer, especially Thorndike's Theory of Common
Elements and Spearman's Theory of Two Factors. But
as these theories are more readily discussed as theories of
the structure of the intellect, and are highly controversial,
we may advantageously postpone them and turn to a matter
concerned not with the intellectual side of man's mind so
much as with its emotional side and with character.
For after all, the greatest difference between persons who
have studied different subjects is not so much in their
intellect as in their interests and prejudices. And the effect
which studies have on these is perhaps more important
than the intellectual spread of ability. As a child grows
up he develops ways of looking at the world, and ways of
reacting to situations; he grows up into a conservative or
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